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THE ACT FOR ENABLING THE PEOPLE UPON THE LANDS KNOWN TO THE COMMON-WEALTH
AND THE WORLD AT LARGE AS: CALGARY, ALBERTA & PALLISER’S TRIANGLE.
Whereas the elements of the Canadian Constitution are a unique combination of major features, such as:
parliamentary democracy, federalism, monarchism, individual and group rights, and Aboriginal rights.
And whereas the Sources of the Canadian Constitution are many and at the present moment unascertainable
to the common minds of these lands.
And whereas conventions and other such practices have been prescribed in order to grant assurances,
to individuals and entities who mistreat children and other such vulnerable people within their borders.
And whereas, there is little if any compensation provided to those termed victims, whether real or not real.
And whereas it is commonly known, that the churches, banks, charities, governments, and other such
authorities are no longer providing sanctuary, reprieve and restoration to the well-being of not only
all, but those who they are stewarding and have received great benefit through.
And whereas all lands here, near and even far away are caught within an incalculable and unjust debt,
which was exacted before the physical existence of all who dwell upon these lands.
And whereas, the courts and infrastructure set up as parties to, both within and above, the municipal
corporations are through force; creating futility for, within and against, the individuals who work to pay
this incalculable and unjust debt.
And whereas, the people of these lands have been trained by many who are foreign to them, for purposes
which are harmful to the well-being of all individuals and entities, residing upon these lands.
And whereas, there are no longer mechanisms, networks, guilds, establishments or other such capabilities
of Law great enough to withstand the corrupting forces which are working upon the nature of these lands.
And whereas, there are none upon these lands who have a full comprehension of how the aforesaid
institutions, corporations, governments and other such entities operate, function and derive their value.
And whereas, there are none upon these lands with the general capacity to provide remedy and solutions
for all who dwell in these lands.
We hereby announce, the return of Lemuria’s Light and do now enact the restoration of truth and love
upon these lands.
And we court all common-folk who are able bodied and of sound mind, to come together in order to
support, sponsor, host, trade, gift, discuss, and other such acts of kindness to one who is known to all in
these lands. As it has been proven both in arts and works that generosity, charity, love, wisdom and kindness
are qualities which reside within the very nature of this being.
As We establish the court upon these lands, known today as the Court of Authentic Living or styled as
“Live Authentically.” For the purposes of restoring authentic living for the well-being of every child,
woman and man who presents themselves before the court.
We hereby today combine and evoke the power of two messages which are currently separated in the
minds of all who are common to these lands. As we work to restore memory to the common mind and thus
ensure that the peace upon these lands is not disturbed in the same manner or degree to which it will be
for all those outside of these lands: “Lest we forget” that “every child matters.”
This we do solemnly, by the hand of our JESTER, who has arrived to uplift all through creativity and the
might of their, endearingly termed, liquid swords; which they have kept hidden since their very inception.
Come one and come all, cry out in joy and uplift yourselves into the grace of the experience age!

II. DECLARATION
Declaration of Right
1. As it was lawful for the Queen, to declare the rights, privileges and governance
mechanisms as constituted within and between the Gregorian years of 1867 and 1982; to
all within the territories known as Canada. It shall be lawful for the court of authentic
living, to claim and proclaim the rights of all individuals and entities upon these lands,
as the Sovereignty of the common-wealth has been covered, although not yet
extinguished, as evidenced by the Acts of the past year and years previous.
Census
2. Upon construction of the physical representation of the Court of Authentic Living
upon these lands. A general census shall be enacted in perpetuity, so long as the
technological achievements, remain for this to be capable, and without having to revert
to annual and decennial methods.

III. EXECUTIVE POWER
Declaration of Executive Power in the Court of Authentic Living
3. The Executive Government and Authority over Calgary, Alberta & Palliser’s Triangle
is hereby declared to be vested in the Court of Authentic Living, until either the Queen
or newly reigning sovereign is found. Not only in physical form, but also in character,
as it is right to provide assurance to all who dwell upon these lands that promises will
be kept, virtues will be guarded and the freedoms and rights of individuals can grow in
opportunity, peace and love.
Application of Provisions referring to the General of the Court
4. The Provisions of this Act referring to the General of The Court of Authentic Living,
extend and apply to the General of the Court for the Moment being of Calgary,
Alberta & Palliser’s Triangle, or either the Chief Executive Officer or Administrator for the
Moment being carrying on the Government of Calgary, Alberta & Palliser’s Triangle on
behalf and in the Name of the Court of Authentic Living, by whatever Title they
are designated.
Declaration of Multiple Councils for The Court of Authentic living
4. There shall be Multiple Councils to aid and advise the Government of Calgary, Alberta
& Palliser’s Triangle, to be styled by the Court of Authentic Living; and
the Persons who are to be Members of these Councils shall from Moment to Moment be
chosen and summoned by the General of the Court and sworn in as: ARTISTS; WATCHERS;
PRIMES; GUIDES; and YAS. And Members thereof may be from Moment to Moment removed
by the General of the Court.

The Visional Pages
The following pages are visional in nature and shall be treated as such. While not
all encompassing of the duties, responsibilities and their implicated privileges or benefits
which would come with the physical completion of the Court of Authentic Living.
They are meant to provide a basis and stimulation for both the individual and common
mind alike. So that any one may ascertain the need for such things as well as the
direction of the Court of Authentic living before its formal manifestation.
Thereby, all within the lands of Calgary, Alberta & Palliser’s Triangle will be able to
decide with enough supplied intelligence on whether or not support from them
is reasonable for creating an improved situation for all who live here.
The Visional Pages will also provide a common-sense for all participants in comprehending
how something like this can be created without disturbing the current conditions
for which the people upon these lands are already party to, much of which is not of
their own creation nor admiration within the current moment.
Much of this is subject to change once more than mere interest or demand has been
created as something of this magnitude requires engagement and appropriate actions
from many who dwell and reside upon the lands of Calgary, Alberta & Palliser’s Triangle.

All Powers under Acts
5. All Powers under Acts to be exercised by the General of the Court with Advice of Multiple
Councils, or alone.
Power of Our JESTER
6. Power of Our JESTER to authorize the General of the Court to appoint Deputies.
Command of Armed Forces
7. Command of Armed Forces to continue to be vested in Canada.
Seat of Government of Calgary, Alberta & Palliser’s Triangle
8. Until the physical completion of the Court of Authentic Living, the seat of Government
for Calgary, Alberta & Palliser’s Triangle, shall remain in Calgary. Whereupon, suitable
locations are found, the Court of Authentic Living will rotate and multiply within suitable
areas for: the Court of Authentic Living, the General of the Court, Multiple Council Members
and our JESTER.

IV. LEGISLATIVE POWER
There shall be One Court of Authentic Living
9. There shall be One Court of Authentic Living, comprising the aforementioned entities
of our JESTER, the General of the Court, and the Multiple Councils.

Privileges, etc., of Houses
10. The privileges, immunities, and powers currently held, enjoyed, and exercised by
members of all classes within the physical territory of Calgary, Alberta & Palliser’s Triangle
shall be recognized by the Court of Authentic Living.; These shall be held for transposition
and the members from Moment to Moment shall be summoned to appear before the Court
of Authentic Living, so that the soundness of mind, ethics, morals and practices can be
ascertained whereupon they can be transferred to the Composition of Power for
these lands.
Sessions of the Court of Authentic Living
11. The General of the Court, shall from Moment to Moment call together Sessions of the
Court of Authentic Living, Whereupon all Members of Multiple Councils shall meet for
instruction and this will last until regulatory practices can be instituted for continual
procedures to be formalized.
Representation of City-States, Collections of Townships, Assisting Tribal Nations, and
Chosen Foreign Entities, who care for Members of Multiple Councils.
11. The General of the Court, shall by and with Members of Multiple councils establish
representation practices and guidelines for City-States, Collections of Townships, Assisting
Tribal Nations and Chosen Foreign Entities who care for Members of Multiple Councils.

General Qualifications of Members to all Multiple Councils
12. The General Qualifications for any Member of any Multiple Council shall be based firstly,
upon the nature of their character. Limiting factors such as Identity or Holdings both real
and not real, previously sworn Oaths and or any and all contracts which currently bind
them shall only be utilized in discretion for the specific Multiple Council which they are
party to and hold responsibilities for. The Qualifications of a Member to any Multiple Council
shall be as follows:
1. They shall dwell or reside upon the lands known as Calgary, Alberta &
Palliser’s Triangle.
2. They shall have either originated, physically, upon these lands and therefore are
native to these lands, regardless of STATUS, or they shall have plans for their physical
form to become a part of these lands.
3. They shall have proven their authenticity and promise to continue to strive to live
authentically as they recognize and appreciate that all who are upon these lands, at
all Moments are within the Realm of the Court of Authentic Living, eternally.
Maximum Number of Members to Multiple Councils
13. The Number of Members to Multiple Councils shall not at any Moment exceed the
number of individuals, for which the Court of Authentic Living oversees.
Appointment of a Leader of Members to Multiple Councils
14. The General of the Court may from Moment to Moment, by Instrument under the
Great Ensign of the Court of Authentic Living, appoint a Member to be a Leader of the
Multiple Councils, and may remove them and appoint another in their Stead.
Plenum of Multiple Councils
15. Until the Court of Authentic Living otherwise provides, the Presence of at least
1 Member of Multiple Councils, including the Leader and the General of the Court,
shall be necessary to constitute a Meeting of Multiple Councils for the Exercise of
its Powers.
Discussion in Multiple Councils
16. Questions arising in the Multiple Councils shall be decided by a Discussion of Voices,
and the General of the Court shall in all Cases have the Vote, until the Moment arrives
for these matters to be decided by the Government which will arise from inequity,
by the hand of our JESTER and therefore have the proven capability of ensuring
equality for the people upon these lands.
Population Accuracy
17. For the purpose of the Census in Perpetuity, all measures and methods enacted
by the Multiple Councils will be designed to ensure that individual identities are protected,
while true accounts of population upon these lands are reported to the Court of
Authentic Living. Any special Census data which does provide identity to characters
shall only be used in deriving the benefits and privileges currently granted to special
classes, in order to hold these within the Court of Authentic Living, while the
transposition is occurring, thereby ensuring the peace upon these lands is not disturbed.

V. Courts of Multiple Councils
EXECUTIVE POWER
Appointment of Lieutenant Generals of the Court
18. For each Appellate Court of Multiple Councils there shall be an Officer, styled the
Lieutenant General of the Court appointed by the General of the Court of Authentic Living
by Instrument under the Great Ensign of the Court of Authentic Living.
Tenure of Office of Lieutenant Generals of the Court
19. A Lieutenant General of the Court shall hold Office during the Pleasure of the General
of the Court of Authentic Living; until the moment arrives when the regulatory procedures
have been decided and enacted upon to establish practices necessary for the well-being
of all who are a party to any such Appellate Court of Authentic Living.
Administration in Absence, etc., of Lieutenant General of the Court
20. The General of the Court of Authentic Living in Council with members of Multiple
Councils within the physical proximal jurisdiction of Any Appellate Court of Authentic Living
may from Moment to Moment appoint an Administrator to execute the Office and Functions
of Lieutenant General of the Court during their Absence, Illness, or other Inability.
Seats of Multiple Council Governments
21. Whereupon the physical completion of the Court of Authentic Living in Council with
members of Multiple Councils shall decide and bestow Executive powers upon the Free City
states which qualify through measurements of equity and equality and who have proven
themselves en masse, to desire and strive to Live Authentically for the common-good of all
people who dwell and reside within the physical proximal jurisdiction of their Appellate
Court of Authentic Living.

VI. DISTRIBUTION OF LEGISLATIVE POWERS
POWERS OF THE MULTIPLE COUNCILS
Legislative Authority of Multiple Councils of Calgary, Alberta & Palliser’s Triangle
21. It shall be lawful for the General of the Court, by and with the Advice of the
Multiple Councils, to make Laws for the Peace, Order, and good Government
of Calgary, Alberta & Palliser’s Triangle, in relation to all Matters; that is to say,
1. The Language known as “Palliser’s English.”
2. The Public Debt and Property.
3. The Regulation of Trade and Commerce.
4. Insurance & Credit Pools.
5. The raising of Money by any Mode or System of Donation to the Court of Authentic Living.
6. The borrowing of Money on the Credit of the Court of Authentic Living.
7. Correspondence Services.
8. The Census in Perpetuity and Statistics.

9. Psychologically instructed and unarmed forces of Defense or Investigatory Services.
10. The fixing of and providing for Allowances of Civil and other Officers of the Government
or Members of Multiple Councils.
11. Navigation and Shipping.
12. Quarantine and the Establishment and Maintenance of Physical Healing Centers.
13. Ferries between a Free City State and any Foreign Country or any Two City States.
14. Internal Currencies and Coinage.
15. Banking, Incorporation of Banks, and the Issue of Money, both Digital and Paper.
16. Credit Unions.
17. Weights and Measures.
18. Bills of Exchange and Promissory Notes.
19. Interest, until the Moment when it is no longer required within both the individual and
the common-mind.
20. Legal Tender until the Moment when it is no longer required within both the individual
and the common-mind.
21. Bankruptcy and Insolvency until the Moment when it is no longer required within both
the individual and the common-mind.
22. Patents of Invention and Discovery until the Moment when it is no longer required
within both the individual and the common-mind.
23. Copyrights until the Moment when it is no longer required within both the individual and
the common-mind.
24. Naturalization and Aliens.
25. Marriage and Divorce.
26. The Restoration of Hurt People, hurt people Law.
27. The Establishment, Maintenance, and Management of Restorative Holding Sites.
And any Matter coming within any of the Classes of Subjects enumerated in this
Section shall not be deemed to come within the Class of Matters of a private
Nature comprised in the Enumeration of the Classes of Subjects by this Act assigned
exclusively to the Governments of the Court of Authentic Living.
EXCLUSIVE POWERS OF MULTIPLE COUNCILS
Subjects of City-States, Collections of Townships, Assisting Tribal Nations, and
Chosen Foreign Entities who care for Members of Multiple Councils.
29. In each City-States, Collection of Townships, Assisting Tribal Nations, and Chosen
Foreign Entities who care for Members of Multiple Councils the Court of Authentic Living
and there Appellate Courts of Authentic Living may exclusively make Laws in relation to
Matters coming within the Classes of Subjects next hereinafter enumerated; that is
to say,
1. Direct Donations within the physical proximal jurisdiction of each Appellate Court of
Authentic Living in order to raise revenue for purposes related to their jurisdiction.
2. The borrowing of Money on the sole Credit of the Aforesaid Jurisdiction.
3. The Management and Sale of the Public Lands belonging to the Aforementioned
Jurisdiction and of the Timber, Wood and other such natural resources thereon.

4. The Establishment, Maintenance, and Management of Public and Restorative Holding Sites
in and for the Jurisdiction.
5. The Establishment, Maintenance, and Management of Physical Healing Centers,
Mental Healing centers, in and for the Jurisdiction, other than
Marine Hospitals.
6. Charities, and Eleemosynary Institutions until the Moment when it is no longer required
within both the individual and common-mind.
8. Municipal Institutions in the Jurisdiction.
9. Shop, Saloon, Tavern, Auctioneer, and other Licenses in order for the raising
of a Revenue for Local, or Municipal Purposes.
11. The Incorporation of Companies with Jurisdictional Objects.
12. The Solemnization of Marriage in the Jurisdiction.
13. Property and Civil Rights in the Jurisdiction
14. The Administration of Justice in the Jurisdiction, including the Acts of the Court of
Authentic Living, Maintenance, and Organization of Appellate Courts of Authentic Living,
both of Civil and of Hurt People Jurisdiction, and including Procedure in Civil Matters in
those Courts.
15. The Imposition of Punishment by Fine, Penalty, or Restorative Holding Sites for enforcing
any Law of the Jurisdiction made in relation to any Matter coming within
any of the Classes of Subjects enumerated in this Section.
16. Generally all Matters of a merely local or private by Nature are in the Jurisdiction of the
Court of Authentic Living.
DEBRIEF & SUMMARY END NOTES
Whereas The Canadian Constitution is the supreme law of Canada, and any law that is
inconsistent with the provisions of the constitution is, to the extent of the inconsistency, of
force or no effect. The Court of Authentic Living Recognizes this supremacy and seeks to
reincorporate Calgary, Alberta & Palliser’s Triangle into this general assembly, should the
moment come when the promises of rulers and all previous acts to secure and grow the
rights and freedoms outlined within the Canadian Government can be met by the aforesaid
governing bodies.
All deals and treaties previously outlined shall continue to exist and be held by the
Court of Authentic living as to remain good and honorable trade neighbours with the
parties that previous governments have agreed to. However it is noted within the Court
of Authentic Living that many precedents have been set and cased into the Legal Systems
which control the minds of the common-people, and which do encroach on the rights of all
who dwell or reside within Canada and especially the individuals and entities upon the
lands of Calgary, Alberta & Palliser's Triangle. Therefore, the Court of Authentic Living,
is enacted as a force of nature at this moment, due to many of the failed mechanisms and
legislatures which were seemingly put in place with good intention and yet continue
to sustain a futile way of life for all who strive to follow the corrupted powers which
still grasp at sovereignty to the exclusion of all the people who complete the work to
uphold, support and maintain the very system and principles, which Canada was founded

upon, even to their own ruin and when providence could be the path which is followed.
The installation of One Court of Authentic Living, with One General of the Court until
such time that Appellate Courts of Authentic Living, in accordance with Multiple Councils
and with the installation of Lieutenant Generals of the Court is prudent for an area and
population within the size and scope of Calgary, Alberta & Palliser’s Triangle and should
not be assumed to be of the same design as with other systems of Governance that
currently exist upon these lands and many others.
While we recognize that Canada was founded upon principles which recognize the
supremacy of God and the rule of law. The Court of Authentic living also recognizes
that this is not clear in the common-mind of both those who believe in this supremacy
and do not believe in this supremacy and therefore it is right that the Court of Authentic
Living is only concerned with restoring the rule of law for the common-good of the
people who dwell, reside and travel through the lands of Calgary, Alberta & Palliser’s
Triangle.
The Court of Authentic Living also recognizes that due to the corrupted nature of many
of the dealings, trades, negotiations, barriers and the like both within and outside the
lands of Calgary, Alberta & Palliser's Triangle that special actions will need to be and
shall be utilized in restoring truth and love to their rightful priority places within
the hierarchy of qualities in the common-mind, while seeking and ensuring that the
Peace is not disturbed.
The Court of Authentic Living recognizes that certain rights and freedoms are in fact
inalienable to all children, women and men in all lands, and yet this fact alone does
not guarantee these unless the common-mind can ascertain the truth of this fact, and
also the reason and rationale for upholding principles of integrity, honesty and the
willingness to “face the music” before practices which begin as disingenuous become
habitual and lead to the “slippery slope” which the common-mind understands yet
currently does not comprehend.
The Court of Authentic Living recognizes that precedents currently unascertainable to the
common-mind have already been set and established in other lands to provide their
societies with portions of the Great Vision of this Court. As well there have been many to
fail upon the road to providence and therefore it is wise of the Court of Authentic Living
to not make any promises to anyone or any group. Until the moment arrives wherein
the people upon the lands of Calgary, Alberta & Palliser’s Triangle; likely individually at
first and later by way of groups with ever increasing amounts of individuals, come to
support through their own energy, talents, professions resources, skills and the like.
So as to generate a force strong enough to withstand the pressures which are coming to
these lands and people. As many undue and unjust burdens are being added to the
stockpile, driven largely by the actions of the parent Nation and the World at Large.
Thus it is right that the Court of Authentic Living, now prepares the people to not only
protect themselves, but also learn how to transmute this burden into something glorious.

